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Agenda
 Spy general overview
 What can we debug with those spies? 

- bundle spy
- model spy
- context spy
- event spy
- css spy
- preference spy

What is a 'spy' in Eclipse 4? 
 A spy displays dynamic information from a developper point of view
 They are not supposed to be delivered to the end user
 E4 spies are used to display each E4 concept in one main dashboard:

- application model, injection contexts, event, css, preferences ...
 The E4 spy platform can be easily extended to define its own spy (global dashboard for

a concept).

Where are the spies defined ? 
 Up to the 2022-03 release, the spies were managed in the E4 tools project
 Since 2022-06, all the spies are included in the PDE project.

- Nothing to install anymore
 They are directly available in the IDE for RCP and RAP developper.
 To  use  the  spies  in  your  project,  add  the  org.eclipse.pde.feature in  your  target

platform

How to launch the spies? 
 Your application must be launched with

- at least one of the spies available
- the org.eclipse.pde.spy.core plugin

 NO DEPENDENCY IS NEEDED
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How to display the spies?
 The spy feature provides a new submenu in the 'Window' menu
 If your application does not contain this Window menu, it will be added
 All the defined spies are listed in the spies submenu :

   

   

 

 
   

The E4 Spies window
 All the spies will open in the E4 spy window

- But you can move them in another window after
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Spies overview
Let's have a look on the different spies and what are their benefits:

 bundle
 model
 context
 event
 css
 preference

Bundle Spy
 This is an OSGi level spy
 It displays all bundles launched in your application with their OSGi status
 It is possible to start or stop any bundle.
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What can we debug with the bundle spy?
If you don't see a plugin contribution in your application:

 Check if your plugin is present at runtime
 Check if your plugin is started as expected (or at least starting)

This is usually the first check when the expected contribution is not present.

Model Spy
 The application model describes the content of the application
 The model spy displays the live model and allows modifications

- positions in sash containers
- perspectives layouts
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What can we debug with the model spy?
 Check reals IDs and control if they are used correctly
 Check why a view is not displayed
 Check disabled/enabled commands
 Fix global layout
 Control the UI components
 Check if model fragments are correctly included in live model
 Modify the live model
 and many other tips

Model spy demo
Demo

 checking IDs for objects (main menu, main toolbar...)
 show control
 changing layout
 checking parts/part descriptors
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E4 context and injection.
 Injection is used everywhere in the E4 runtime.
 @Inject fields or methods will use values stored in the E4 context.
 The E4 context is a tree of maps containing keys (class or string) and instances.
 When an instance is replaced in the context, E4 will:

- re-invoke the @Inject method having this instance as a parameter
- re-initialize the @Inject field with the new instance

 But what can we inject in the code?

Context spy
 The context spy is used to browse this tree of maps.
 The context spy will display all available values at any level

- root level (OSGi) : services instances (available everywhere in the code)
- application level values (available everywhere in the code)
- lower level values (available in a part or in a handler code)

   

   

 

 
   

What can we debug with the context spy?
 Check the available values provided by the E4 runtime
 Find keys for objects (class name or specific String)
 Check that specific objects added manually are present

- context.set(MyClass.class, myInstance)
 Control if an object is at the right level (when not injected)

Context Spy demo
Demo : display some instances in the contexts
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Event spy
The E4 runtime provides an API to send easily events using the IEventBroker
   

Sending events
   

Receiving events
And to receive the event using injection:
   

Receiving events
   

Available events
 An event is sent for each UIModel component modification (window move, ...)
 Business events sent using the IEventBroker in your code
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 An event is also sent during each step of the E4 application's life cycle:
   

   

 

 
   

How to trace these events?
 The Event spy will receive all events and display their values.

   

Event Spy
   

What can we debug with the Event spy?
The Event Spy shows the generated events
It can also filter them on their topic
Demo:
open the event spy, listen to events and display events when the window is moving or resizing.
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CSS Spy
 The E4 renderer can manage CSS on the application.
 The CSS is applied with the applicationCSS parameter

- A CSS may include other CSS using the @import url notation
 But... how can we find the values for the different widget's properties?

CSS Spy
 The CSS Spy will:

- display the possible values
- browse the widget hierarchy
- provide a scratch pad to test the values.

   

CSS Spy
   

The CSS Scratch pad
 Use it to test your CSS fragment on your application
 When it is ok, put it in your final CSS file
 CSS Scratchpad needs to run with org.eclipse.ui.themes

(or an extension of org.eclipse.e4.ui.css.swt.theme)
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CSS scratch pad
   

What can we debug with the CSS Spy?
 What are the possible values for UI properties in CSS?
 What is the CSS class ID of my UI object?
 Are my widgets in the UI well organized?

CSS Spy
Demo : open the css spy, select a widget and change one attribute. Then copy a css fragment
and test it in the scratch pad.

Preference Spy
Preference spy will be used to:

 display default and instance values for a plugin
 search who defines a specific value
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Enter the plugin name and get the values, or enter a value and find who defines it:
   

   

 

 
   

What can we debug with the Preference Spy?
 conflicts with IDs between preferences (when defined in the same plugin)
 Quickly check the values (default and instance)
 Browse all preferences provided by a specific plugin
 Find unknown hidden preferences that are not visible

Preference Spy
Demo : filter preferences on a plugin. Open a preference page, find the plugin and display
preference values (usually in core). Find who defines the color 100,70,50

Creating a new spy
 It is very easy to add your own spy
 Add a dependency to org.eclipse.pde.spy.core
 Extend org.eclipse.pde.spy.core.spyPart
 Your part is a pure E4 part (POJO, Injection... )
 The key binding is handled automatically
 It takes the time to create the UI part
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What can we debug with your own spy?
 Basically everything you need to monitor.

- Network transfers (mqtt, http..)
- Memory management
- Adapters between objects
- Any stats on your application
- Dashboard of your main business objects
- ...

Q /A
 Thank you for attending!
 Don't forget to evaluate this talk

   

   

 

 
   

 You can download the pdf of this presentation on the eclipse con web site
 Keep in touch :

- olivier.prouvost@opcoach.com
- https://www.opcoach.com
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